
G818: Elliptical Trainer LK8180

    Electromagnetic and self-generating braking system. No electrical connection required (except for 
the monitor).

    Auto guidance system that allows to increase the speed of stride with no risk.
    New designed engine and chassis. More attractive, stylish and ergonomic.
    Pulse sensors in the two poles monitored heart rate: measured either by contact with thehan-
dlebar or telemetry (Integrate POLAR compatible receiver).

    Minimum distance between pedals in order to ensure a perfect body position.

    24 resistance levels.

    Dimensions: 166 x 90 x 166 cm (65” X 35”X 66”)

    Weigth: 110 Kgs (245.5 lbs), weigth max. per user: 160kg (308.6 lbs)

    40 different training programs, including Fitness Test and Heart rate Control: 12 profiles with 4intensity 
in each one.

    Compliance with EU Directive 89/336/EEC Electromagnetic Compatibility and European Standard 
UNE -EN 957 on fixed and mobile equipment.

Interface design for ease of use and programming by user.

    Adjustable intensity of speed and endurance.

    EC Declaration of Conformity.

    Free Stride. Natural elliptical path allowing develop more comfortable the exercises.

Optimized biomechanics research which guarantees smooth movements, natural and with a 
great muscular concentration.

    Poly-V belt drive system to ensure silent exercise and minimal 
maintenance.
    The handle is designed to provide a different possibilities of grip. 
With the pulse ratecontract sensors or telemetry system.

    Structure of high strength steel and oversized bearings.
   Exclusive central elliptical motion system.

   Start and Stop buttons are accessible.

    Stride length: 51.5 cm /20.5“

    Front wheels for easy transport.

   Bottle holder and fan integrated.
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2    LED Monitor: DOT MATRIX screen with top LED window that graphically displays the progress of 
the exercise. The bottom alphanumeric display gives the user instructions before and during the 
exercise.The 4 LED windows at the very bottom simultaneously show information for Speed, 
Time/Distance, Calories/Tilt and Pulse rate.

    Smart Focus Monitor TFT capacitive Touch Screen of 16 "HD, besides of showing the evolu-
tion and training information (Speed, Time / Distance (km) Calories / Incline, Pulsation in watts, 
resistance, pulse, etc.), allows full connectivity to social networks, internet, television and 
applications thanks to the FitFeel interface that provides the fastest touchscreen technology 
of the market. With Smart Focus you can also customize the monitor, interact with users and 
customize workouts thanks to its Log in system for each user where they can save all the 
information of their workouts.

- USB port.
- Smartphones and iPods compatibility.
- Bluetooth Connectivity.
- CSAFE port.

Two monitor option:


